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Fracturing two-dimensional random fiber networks of different densities (porosities) were statistically
analyzed using both high-resolution finite element models and image analysis algorithms. Under small
strains, the finite element fracture models revealed that networks with high relative densities were able
to localize evolving fractures to small cracks while surprisingly larger cracks were required to localize
fractures in networks of lower density. Further, it is indicated that the pore size distribution in fiber net-
works is rather diverse and can be captured using two mixed Gamma distributions; one part describing
the background size distribution containing the vast majority of pores, and a second part describing the
size distribution of larger pores and open regions. The second part covers less than 5% of the total net-
work area but seems to be of paramount importance for the network’s global fracture behavior. It seems
as a fiber network’s crack sensitivity is related to the average pore size in the second part of the mixed
Gamma distribution. The analysis is remarkably consistent with reported experiments.
� 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under theCCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Fracture of randomly distributed fiber materials (e.g. paper or
nonwoven fabrics) has been extensively studied during the past
decades (among others Seth and Page, 1974; Niskanen, 1993;
Considine et al., 2011; Mäkelä and Fellers, 2012; Hagman and
Nygårds, 2012; Coffin et al., 2013; Isaksson and Hägglund, 2007;
saksson and Hägglund, 2009; Hägglund and Isaksson, 2006). Other
studies on the topic include Ridruejo et al. (2015) who reported
crack insensitivity in experiments on polypropylene nonwoven
fabrics. Stachewicz et al. (2011) reported crack insensitivity in frac-
ture experiments on electro spun nanofiber networks. Koh et al.
(2013) monitored fracture experiments on polymeric fiber net-
works to analyze the mechanical behavior in the vicinity of crack
tips. While some experimental observations were reported, Koh
et al. (2013) concluded that computer models have to be applied
to reveal relations between microstructural properties and failure
mechanisms in fiber networks. Further, Kulachenko and Uesaka
(2012) used a sophisticated finite element model to analyze defor-
mation and failure behavior of wet networks with dynamic bond-
ing/debonding properties. Goutianos et al. (2018) applied a finite
element model to reveal the mechanical behavior of inter-fiber
bonds in cellulose networks and how they influence a network’s
global tensile strength. Deogekar and Picu (2018) studied fracture
accumulation in fiber network models and reported that global
strength increases linearly with network density and with bond
strength, and that heterogeneity in bond strength retards fracture
localization thus promoting ductility on a global scale. In recent
experimental studies (Krasnoshlyk et al., 2018a, 2018b) it was
reported that the presence of relatively large open regions in a fiber
network heavily influenced the material’s ability to localize frac-
tures to present cracks: a high-density paper was able to localize
fracture to very small cracks while a rather large crack was
required in a low-density paper. Using image analysis,
Krasnoshlyk et al. (2018a) reported that a critical crack size to
obtain fracture localization was about three times larger than the
average size of open regions. Similarly, Chen and Isaksson
(2018a) conducted fracture experiments on brittle open solid
foams and reported that a crack of about 3–4 cells was needed to
obtain localization of evolving fractures, meaning that from a glo-
bal fracture point of view, the foams were insensitive to cracks
smaller than this critical size. In finite element analyses, Chen
and Isaksson (2018b) later confirmed the experimental results.
Carlsson and Isaksson (2020) obtained similar results in highly
resolved numerical phase field fracture models of wood. Thus, from
both experimental and numerical studies it is clear that porous
materials with a larger pore size have a relatively higher crack
insensitivity than porous materials with smaller pores, because
the pores act as naturally existing defects/cracks. Even though both
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experimental and numerical studies concerning failures of fiber
networks and other heterogeneous porous materials have been
reported, the scientific question of how a network’s microstruc-
tural properties affect its global crack sensitivity is still open. It is
clear that the wide range of length scales affecting deformation
and fracture in networks and other porous materials poses a diffi-
cult modeling problem because the relation between the heteroge-
neous microstructure and the prevailing deformation processes
leads to inherent size effects over several scales. However, a phys-
ical parameter that distinguishes low-density networks from dense
networks is the presence of clearly observable large pores, Fig. 1.

Krasnoshlyk et al. (2018a) reported an observation that the dis-
tribution of pores and large open regions in a fiber network seems
to be a mix of several distributions. Johnson et al. (2015) observed
a similar pore size distribution in paperboard. In this study, it is
hypothesized that the size distribution of larger pores and open
regions in a fiber network governs the network’s global fracture
behavior. This seems to be physically sound since the larger the
naturally existing pores are, the larger can a defect or crack be
without notably affecting the mechanical behavior on the global
scale. Here, we aim at examining this fracture hypothesis further.

2. Theory

Consider a theoretical two-dimensional fiber network as illus-
trated in Fig. 2. The network is composed of randomly distributed
and highly idealized fibers. The network is considered in-plane iso-
tropic on the global scale. Furthermore, the network consists of
totally N fibers per representative unit area A, where all fibers have
equal lengthLf and equal width h. All fibers are mechanically con-
nected at each fiber crossing (bond). In the theoretical network in
Fig. 2, one can clearly observe the presence of pores and large open
regions. The relative density q is equal to the volume fraction
fibers, often referred to as coverage in planar networks,

q ¼ NLf h=A ð1Þ
Fig. 1. Images of a low-density (a) and a high-density (b) fiber network.

Fig. 2. An idealized random fiber network with relative density q ¼ 0:2.
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and completely specifies a random fiber network when its fiber
properties are constant (Niskanen, 1998). The average number of
crossings per fiber is given by

nc ¼ 2NL2f =½pA� ð2Þ

while the average segment length, i.e. the average distance along a
fiber between two adjacent crossings, is

ls ¼ Lf =nc: ð3Þ
Above and in the following, a bar over a variable indicate its

average value. The number of bonds nb in the network area A is
directly obtained from (2), i.e.

nb ¼ 1
2
NðncÞ ¼

N2L2f
pA

: ð4Þ

The expected number of sides of a polygon forming a pore, i.e.
the empty space between adjacent fibers, is four, as reported in
several studies (cf. Miles, 1964; George, 1987; Sampson, 2009).
Since the number of available segments is Nnc , the total number
of pores np in a network area A is expected to be

np ¼ 1
4
Nnc ¼

N2L2f
2pA

: ð5aÞ

However, Eqn. (5a) differs from some other published relations
by a factor 2, e.g. Eichhorn and Sampson (2010),

n
�
p ¼ nb ¼

N2L2f
pA

: ð5bÞ

The validity of (5a) and (5b) will be contrasted later.
Further, it is well-known that in a two-dimensional network of

randomly distributed fibers, the spatial distributions of the pores
and the bonds are given by Poisson distributions (e.g. Kallmes
and Corte, 1960, Niskanen, 1998, Yi et al., 2004). The pore sizes
are rather represented by a Gamma distribution, which is continu-
ous in contrast to the Poisson distribution. There is experimental
evidence indicating that this is the case (cf. Bliesner, 1964;
Dodson et al., 2003; Roberts and Sampson, 2003; Sampson,
2009). Knowing this, and following the experimental observations
in e.g. Krasnoshlyk et al. (2018a) and Johnson et al. (2015), it seems
natural to assume there exists a mixed pore size distribution in a
two-dimensional random fiber network with area A described by

p d=ls;a; k0; k1
� �

¼ 1� að Þ ½d=ls�
k0�1

e
�d=ls

Cðk0Þ þ a
½d=ls�

k1�1
e
�d=ls

Cðk1Þ ; ð6Þ

where d ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi
Ap

p
define the pore size of a pore with area Ap, Cð�Þ is the

Gamma function and a determines the portion of A covered by each
distribution given by the parameters k0 and k1, respectively. Thus,
(6) gives the probability p to find a certain pore or open region of

size d=ls. The background pore size distribution, containing the vast
majority of pores inA, is given by k0 while the additional distribu-
tion, given by k1; captures the size distribution in the population
of larger pores and open regions in A. Recall that the Gamma distri-
bution is fully characterized by its mean: from (6) follows that the

expected mean pore size in each distribution is given by d0 ¼ k0ls
and d1 ¼ k1ls, respectively. While the portion a � 1, it is substan-
tially larger in a low-density network than in a high-density net-
work because a low-density network contains relatively larger
pores and open regions. When the number of larger pores and open
regions vanishes, i.e. for very dense networks, the portion parame-
ter a! 0.



Fig. 4. Geometry, load and boundary conditions. A Cartesian coordinate system
(x1; x2) is attached to the problem domain’s lower left corner.
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3. Mechanical model

Two-dimensional random fiber networks of different relative
densities (or volume fraction fibers) were numerically analyzed.
High-resolution finite element models were used for the fracture
analyses. Each fiber was discretized with several engineering beam
elements. Reissner beam theory (e.g. Krenk, 2009) was applied to
allow for sufficiently low length-to-width ratios of the fiber seg-
ments. Furthermore, the fibers were coupled at the crossings
(bonds) by very stiff spring elements (relative the fiber/beam ele-
ments). All bond elements have circular domains with a diameter
equal to the fiber width h. Hence, the cross-section area of all bond

elements in the networks is given by ph2
=4 and their polar

moment of inertia is given by ph4
=64. The connection represents

stiffness against relative motion between connected fibers in both
translation and rotation. The numerical scheme was implemented
in a Matlab (2019) code using well-established finite element
algorithms.

Quadratic domains of size L� L were analyzed. The fiber length
was Lf ¼ L=20 in all models. The length-to-width ratios of the
fibers were constant, Lf =h ¼ 50, and is representative for real net-
work materials such as papers or nonwoven felts: Some precau-
tions were made when generating the networks to ensure that
the fibers were evenly distributed over the entire network
domain: with reference to Fig. 3, the fiber sections that extended
outside the quadratic domain during the network generation were
moved a side-length L in the preferred direction to be located in
the domain.

Once a unique network was generated, an initial edge crack
could be created by removing the fiber sections that crossed a hor-
izontal straight crack line of length a at the mid-height, Fig. 4. Thus,
all fiber segments (beam elements) crossing the line positioned at
0 � x1 < a and x2 ¼ L=2 were completely removed. The networks
were mechanically loaded by uniform incremental small displace-
ments dD in the vertical direction along the top horizontal bound-
aries while the bottom horizontal boundaries were restrained from
moving vertically. Small deformations and plane stress conditions
prevailed. The networks were considered quasi-static, i.e. the
potential energy in the mechanical systems was well-defined at
equilibrium and estimations of global remote stress and strain at
each load increment were determined by the reaction force f and
displacement D of the horizontal boundaries. Modeling the bonds
as spring elements allows one to conveniently compute the elastic
strain energy stored in the bonds. Bond fracture was the only frac-
ture mechanism considered and an energy criterion was used to
control failure: a bond fractured instantly when the elastic strain
energy densityx in the bond became higher than a critical fracture
energy density x0, equal in all bonds in a unique network. x0

hence represented every dissipation process associated with frac-
turing a bond. All bonds that fractured in the computations were
completely removed in the consecutive load steps.
Fig. 3. Network generation: illustration of fiber modification to secure a
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4. Results and discussion

4.1. General

Networks with relative densities q ranging from 0:15 to 0:45
were analyzed. The percolation limit is for the circumstances con-
sidered qc 	 0:12 (Niskanen, 1998) meaning the lowest relative
density analyzed is close to its lower limit. For each relative density
q examined were 100 different networks discretized using dissim-
ilar seeds in the random generator for the network topology. In
total, 700 unique network configurations were analyzed. The
Young’s modulus of the beam elements was equal in all models
and the incremental load displacement was dD/L = 10-8. The criti-
cal fracture energy densityx0 was set in each (un-notched) unique
network so that the first bond fracture took place at D=L ¼ 10�6

(i.e. at incremental load step 100).
4.2. Pore size distribution

At each relative density q considered, statistical analyses were
made of the pore size distribution in the 100 different unique net-
work configurations. An image analysis algorithm based on the
Matlab function regionprops (Matlab, 2019), which estimates
image properties, was applied to quantify each individual pore in
each unique network. Then, when the size d ¼ ffiffiffiffiffi

Ap

p
of all individual

pores in a specific network had been quantified, another Matlab
algorithm, based on a maximum likelihood estimation, mle, was
applied to estimate the parameters a; k0 and kÂ�1 in the mixed

Gamma distribution (6) using the normalized pore sizes d=ls in
the network. The interested reader is advised to Matlab (2019) to
obtain further insight into the applied functions and algorithms.

Fig. 5 shows typical estimations at three densities. One finds
(normalized) histograms of the continuous pore size distribution
n even fiber density distribution over the whole network domain.



Fig. 5. Examples of histograms of estimated pore size distributions d=ls in networks with three different densities. The mixed Gamma distribution (6), estimated by the
functions regionprops and mle (Matlab, 2019) are drawn as well.
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d=ls in each unique network and the estimated mixed Gamma dis-
tribution (6) with parameters a; k0 and k1.

The last row in Fig. 5 shows specifically close-ups of the two
parts of the mixed Gamma distribution. One may observe that

the average pore size d=ls in the larger population (reflected by
kÂ�1) and the portion covered by the population of larger pores (re-
flected by a) are larger for sparser networks than for denser. This is
far from surprising since networks of low density consist of sub-
stantially more large pores and open regions than networks of high
density.

Fig. 6 shows the averages of the estimated distribution param-
eters a, k0 and k1 from 100 unique networks at each analyzed den-
sity q. One may observe that the average portion a of the networks
covering the background Gamma distribution becomes increas-
ingly larger as the relative density decreases, however, a never
exceed 5% (the density q has a lower percolation limit). At denser
networks, the population of larger pores and open regions shrinks
and a asymptotically tends to zero. The estimated parameters k0
and k1 represent the averages of the pore size in each distribution
in a network, and it is interesting to note that the average k1, which
reflects the population of larger pores, is around 3:3 at relative den-
sities q larger than � 0:2. In the population of larger pores, the

average pore size d1 from all networks at a certain q is given by
Fig. 6. Averages of the estimated distribution parameters a, k0 and k1 vs the relative d
(controlled by k0) that contain the majority of pores in the network. The second Gamm
larger pores and open regions.
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d
�
1 ¼ k

�
1 l
�
s: ð7Þ

Consequently, the expected average size of larger pores is 3:3

times the average segment length ls in a network, given by (3). In
the background pore distribution, covering the majority of all pores
in the network, the average pore size tends to the average segment

length ls as the relative density becomes higher, thus confirming
previous studies, cf. Sampson (2009) or Corte and Lloyd (1966).

Moreover, it is interesting to compare the estimated number of
pores n#

p in the networks, using the image analysis function region-
props (Matlab, 2019), with the theoretical values np and ~np given
by (5a) and (5b), Fig. 7. The relation in (5b) seems to overestimate
the number of pores with roughly a factor two and thus suggest a
minor modification of the theory in e.g. Sampson (2009).
4.3. Fracture analysis

Fig. 8 shows typical fracture paths, i.e. the spatial positions of
individual fractured bonds, obtained in the high-resolution finite
element models. We first consider a network of low density,
q ¼ 0:2. The top row shows a sequence of the fractured positions
in an initially un-cracked network together with the global
force–displacement relation. The first fracture pattern (I) is picked
ensity q. The portion a of a network covers the background Gamma distribution
a distribution (controlled by k1) captures the size distribution in the population of



Fig. 7. Comparison of (5a) and (5b), giving the total number of pores np and ~np in
the networks, contrasted with the number of pores n#

p (averages) obtained via
image analysis on the networks using the Matlab function regionprops.
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at the peak-load (interpreted as fracture load), the second fracture
pattern (II) is picked at marker II in the force–displacement curve
(taken when the global stiffness is 10% of the stiffness at peak-
load) and shows all fractures occurring between markers I and II.
The last fracture pattern (III) is picked at the final global fracture,
Fig. 8. Typical fracture paths obtained in the finite element fracture models. Examples of
q ¼ 0:45 are shown. Each marker (�) indicate the position of a broken bond. In each row
displacement relations (f ;D) to the right. The initial edge cracks are indicated with a th
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at marker III in the force–displacement curve, and shows all frac-
tures that took place between markers II and III. When loading
the un-notched network, the first fractures took place at high-
stressed positions at seemingly random positions in the network.
Then, at increasing load, the evolving fractures tended to localize
to a few regions in the network (II) and eventually coalesce to form
a global final fracture (III). The next row shows the same network’s
fracture behavior, but now with a fairly long initial crack of length
three times the fiber length, i.e. a=Lf ¼ 3. The sequence of evolving
fractures in row two clearly illustrates the different ability of this
specific network to localize fractures, compared to its un-cracked
counterpart in row one. Apart from some fractures at a few ran-
domly positioned high-stressed bonds, the initial crack induced a
sufficiently high-stressed region at the vicinity of the tip so that
the majority of the evolving fractures in the network took place
close to the (moving) tip. Clearly, here the initial crack was able
to localize evolving fractures, in strong contrast to the un-
cracked network in the top-row. To further illustrate the phe-
nomenon, the third row shows the fracture sequence in the very
same network but now with an initial crack of half the length as
in the second row, i.e. a=Lf ¼ 1:5. Even though the initial crack
had a substantial length in terms of fiber length, the crack was
apparently too small to localize evolving fractures to its near-tip
un-cracked networks and pre-cracked networks with relative densities q ¼ 0:2 and
, the sequential fracture patterns are captured at the marked positions in the force–
ick line for illustrative purposes.
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region. Both the fracture pattern and the force–displacement rela-
tion are similar to the un-cracked network in the first row, only
subtle differences can be observed.

However, what happens if one increases the relative density of
the network? The forth row in Fig. 8 shows the fracture sequence
in an un-cracked network of a higher relative density q ¼ 0:45.
Similar to the un-cracked low-density network in the top-row,
the early fractures nucleated at randomly positioned high-
stressed sites in the network, however, close to the peak load (I),
evolving fractures coalesced and formed a final global fracture that
can be observed in the sequences (II) and (III). The last row in Fig. 8
shows the fracture sequence in the higher density network when it
had an initial crack of length of 1.5 times the fiber length Lf , i.e. the
same length as the case in row three. Here, evolving fractures local-
ized to the initial tip (apart from the very early fractures of some
few high-stressed elements) to form the final global fracture. Thus,
in the network of higher density, a crack of length a=Lf ¼ 1:5 was
sufficient to localize fractures in strong contrast to the lower den-
sity network. Hence, Fig. 8 clearly illustrates crack sensitivity phe-
nomena in fiber networks. Finding the critical crack size to obtain
localization in a network and possibly link it to inherent
microstructural properties is of great interest. It is worth remem-
bering that in classical fracture mechanics theories, fracture local-
ization always occurs at even the smallest crack in a continuous
and homogeneous brittle material. Moreover, the crack sensitivity
visualized in Fig. 8 for the two specific networks can be observed
when displaying their global peak-forces (fracture loads) at differ-
ent initial crack lengths, Fig. 9.

At short initial cracks, compared to the fiber length, the peak-
loads varies only subtle, in practice negligible, until a distinct drop
in load appears when the cracks are sufficiently long to localize
fractures, Fig. 9. A phenomenon that can be observed for both
Fig. 9. Peak-loads bf vs initial crack lengths a=Lf in the two specific networks shown
in Fig. 8. The peak-loads for the un-cracked networks are given by bf 0.

Fig. 10. Average critical crack length ac , normalized with the fiber length Lf (a) and the
relative density q.
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the dense and the sparse network. For other networks, not specif-
ically shown here, the peak-loads can even increase with small
amounts at short initial cracks, especially for sparser networks,
illustrating a global toughening effect. For the specific sparse net-
work shown in Figs. 8 and 9, the critical crack size ac to obtain frac-
ture localization seems to be about 1.7 times the fiber length, while
for the specific dense network, the critical crack size ac seems to be
about 0.8 times the fiber length. Thus, for the networks displayed
in Figs. 8and 9, the sparse network seems to have a critical crack
size about twice as long as the contrasting dense network.
4.4. Critical crack size

To dwell deeper into the phenomenon illustrated in Figs. 8-9,
Fig. 10 shows the average critical crack length ac estimated from
100 unique networks analyzed in the finite element models at each
relative density q. The critical crack length ac for a specific network
was determined with regression analysis in Matlab (2019) as the
initial crack length a ¼ ac required for the computed peak-load

ratio bf =bf 0 to drastically drop (see Fig. 9).
4.5. Discussion

The findings in Fig. 10 are interesting. Fig. 10a reveals that the
estimated average critical crack size decreases as the relative den-
sity increases, and seems to asymptotically vanish for networks
approaching continua. Needless to say, when the relative density
tends to one, the porous material approaches a homogeneous con-

tinuum whereupon d1, ls and ac vanishes. Fig. 10b indicates that,
apart from the very sparse networks, those close to the percolation
limit, the estimated average critical crack size ac is fairly constant,

roughly ten times the average segment length ls. However, can one
relate the critical crack size to the average pore size in the popula-
tion of larger pores in the networks that was discussed above?

Fig. 11 shows the average critical crack size ac , normalized with

the average pore size d1 ¼ k1ls; wherek1 represents the average
pore size in the population of larger pores and open regions,
Fig. 6, defined in eqn. (6), estimated from the 100 unique networks
analyzed at each relative density q. Hence, it seems as the average
estimated critical crack size ac , from the finite element fracture

models, is about 3d1, Fig. 11, where d1 is obtained from image anal-

yses of the un-cracked networks. Notice that ac and d1 are esti-
mated using different methods. To further visualize this

observation, Fig. 12 displays the two lengths, ac and 3d1, normal-

ized with the average segment lengths ls, at each density q.
Hence, from the figures above, it seems as a network’s critical

crack size can, with reasonable accuracy, be estimated to about
segment length ls (b), estimated from 100 unique network configurations at each



Fig. 11. Average estimated critical crack length ac , normalized with the average
pore size d1 ¼ k1ls , from computations on 100 unique networks at each density q.

Fig. 12. Average lengths ac and 3d1, normalized with the segment length ls , vs
relative densities q.
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3d1, i.e. three times the average size of the larger pores given by

(6). Recall the relation k1 ¼ d1=ls, and remember that the mean of
the Gamma distribution parameter k1 (which reflects the average
pore size in the population of larger pores) is around 3:3 (for den-
sities q 
 0:2), the critical crack size is roughly 3� 3:3 	 10 times

the average segment length ls, thus confirming the fracture compu-
tations visualized in Fig. 12. The observation that the critical crack

size is about ac 	 3d1 or ac 	 10ls is fascinating and suggests that
standard image analysis tools can directly be applied to estimate
a network’s crack sensitivity using the mixed Gamma distribution
in (6).

The observation that the critical crack size ac in a network is
about three times the average size in the population of larger pores
is consistent with results reported elsewhere on porous materials
(cf. Chen and Isaksson, 2018a, 2018b; Krasnoshlyk et al., 2018a;
Carlsson and Isaksson, 2020). Thus, in contrast to a material with
a large average pore size, a material with small pores is inevitably
inclined to localize evolving fractures already at very small cracks.
The results are physically sound and offer an explanation why frac-
ture processes in porous materials of low and high relative densi-
ties are different. Finally, we briefly mention that we computed the
same cases analyzed in this study assuming fiber fracture, instead
of bond fracture, as the prevailing fracture mechanism. The out-
come from these computations (not shown here) was very similar,
even though not identical for each specific network due to the
inherent random nature.
5. Conclusions

Fracturing two-dimensional random fiber networks of different
relative densities have been statistically analyzed using both
139
numerical high-resolution finite element models and image analy-
sis algorithms. The finite element fracture models revealed that
networks with high relative densities were able to localize evolving
fractures to small initial cracks while surprisingly large initial
cracks were required to localize evolving fractures in sparse net-
works. The fiber networks are thus in global sense insensitive to
short cracks. It was further observed that the size distribution of
pores in fiber networks seems to follow a mixed Gamma distribu-
tion; one part describing the background size distribution contain-
ing the majority of pores, and the second part describing the size
distribution of the population of larger pores and open regions in
the network. The second part cover less than 5% of the total net-
work area, but is nevertheless of paramount importance for the
network’s global fracture behavior. It was further observed that a
fiber network’s crack sensitivity seems to be related to the average
pore size in the second part of the Gamma distribution, which cap-
tures the small portion of the network containing the larger pores.
A critical crack size seems to be equal to about three times the
average pore size in the second part of the mixed Gamma distribu-
tion. An alternative measure of the critical crack size is ten times
the average segment length in the network. Both measures can
straightforwardly be estimated in standard image analysis tools.
The results are consistent with experimental observations reported
elsewhere.
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